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Platforms Due Today
Candidates fur class offices in
this week’s election are reminded
that noon today is the deadline
for stibmiting platforms to the
SPARTAN DAILY, according to
John Keplinger, editor. Due to
space limitations, pictures of candidates cannot be used. Those whc
turned in photographs may pick
them up at the Journalism building, Keplinger added.

Trek Toward Winter
Continuing its inevitable trek
toward winter, the weather for
today uill drop off some five
degrees to a st ill comfortable
68-74, according to a United Press
weather report. Gentle winds will
presail in the afternoon
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Queen Finalists
Will Be Selected
Thursday Evening
The selection of the five finalin the Centennial Homecoming Queen conteet will be Made at
a fashion show Thursday night
at it o’clock in Morris Dailey Aud-

ists

itorium.

HOMECOMING COMMITTEE-MEMBEIts check
over flout designs for duplleations as Homecoming
nears. Seated (left to right) are ads kers Robert
L. Baron, assistant activities officer, Robert S.
Martin, associate dean of students, Janice Carkin,
ansistant professor of ’physical education. and Dr.
Karl Mueller, assistant professor of paychology.

Committee members seated are Barbara Clement,
downtown merchants committee chairman, Dick
’Yeager, puhlicity committee chairman, and Jerry
McCarthy, Homecoming Committee chairman.
Standing are Jan Ileter, queen committee chairman, Jim Curnutt, parade committee chairman,
secretary.
Photo by Cohun

School Heads Minister To Speak Tower Fraternity
To Meet Here On ’Kremlin Walk’ Scholastic Award
Deadline Nears
For TV Study
School superintendents. f r o in
all over the United States will
converge on the San Jose State
campus Thursday a s they take
part in a week-long study of the
possibilities and limitations of
television as an aid to education.
About 30 of the officials gathered in San Jose Monday to begin
the study, whicn will conclude
Friday.
One of the main features of
the program, according to Mrs.
Ruth 0 Bradley, assistant professor of education, will be
Thursday’s campus demonstrations designed to show how
studio exectithes and teachers
can work together for the adsancement of education through
tele% ision.
The value of television as an
aid to education will be demonstrated through the dramatic presentation of two groups of pupils
in simulated classrooms where
teachers are using television as a
supplement to their teaching.
These demonstrations, supervised by Mrs. Bradley, will be conducted on the stage of the Speech
and Drama Building. They will
be picked up by closed circuit
television cameras and received
on monitors in classrooms where
the superintendents will be watching.
The classes, consisting of fifth
and sixth grade students from
San Jose schools. %sill he taught
by their regular teachers.
The fifth grade class, fiXsm M
R. Trace School, will be instructed
in social science by Mrs. Dale Ruf.
The sixth graders, taught by Dale
LaMar of Broadway School. will
be studying arithmetic.
Technical aspects of the television production will be handled
by the staffs and students of the
Audio-Visual and Radio and Television Departments.
The program evolved through
the joint efforts and cooperation
of officials and educators from
San Jose State and the San Jose
Unified School District.

Home Ec Display
Shows ’Sew Box’
Components of a sewing box at
sesenth grade level, is the theme
of the display arranged by Marilyn Hops, senior home economics
major.

La Torre Contracts
Any campus organization that
has not reeelved a contract for
apace in the Centennial issue
of La Torre. college yearbisok,
and would like to rescrse space
should contact the La Torre office
Friday. Ron iliiipatrIck.
editor, mild today.

int

The Rev. Leonard H. Hildebrandt, pastor of the First Congregational Church, San Jose, will
speak on "I walked in the Kremlin" at the weekly chapel service
today at 1:30 p.m. in Memorial
Chapel.
The chapel service is open to all
students and faculty members, according to the Rev. James Martin,
Student Y director, and is sponsored by the Student Christian
Council,

November 2, Is the deadline
forsznale undergraduates to submit applications for Tau Delta
Phrra $25 Scholastic Improvement Awar
iuvortling to
Chuck Mainard, Tower Fraternity awards chairman.
The award
recognizes the
male student whose grade point
average for the 1956 spring semester shows the greatest improvement over his previous
over-all average.

United Press Roundup

Ike’s Reply to Bulganin
Disturbs Adlai, Estes
.CHICAGOAdiai E. Stevenson
said Monday "I share fully" President Eisenhower’s resentment at
Russian Premier Bulganin’s interference in the political campaign.
Stevenson said, however. he regards the President’s reply to Bulganin’s note on the hydrogen bomb
as "unfortunate."
POCATELLO--Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) said today he
was "shocked" at what he described as President Eisenhower’s
"stubborn, peevish response" to
soviet premier Nicoiai Bulganin’s
H-bomb proposal.
Kefauver, in a prepared statement, declared
this is no time
for striped-pants diplomacy or for
the niceties of military or diplomatic protocol."
"I am shocked at President Eisenhower’s attitude," the Democratic vice presidential candidate
said.
President Eisenhower accused
Bulganin of meddling in American
election campaign. In a strongly
worded reply to Bulganin’s proposal to halt H-bomb tests, Mr.
Eisenhower accused Bulganin of
impugning his sincerity and said
part of Bulganin’s letter was
personally offensive "to me."

will do something,"
said.

one report

POLES FREE PRESS
LONDON --There has been no
evidence of censorship in Warsaw
In the four days since Wladyslaw
Gomulka began his return to
power.
Telegraph service has functioned
normally. United Press editors in
London experienced no interference whatsoever during extended
telephone conversations with both
newsmen and private individuals
in Warsaw.
In past years, Warsaw correspondents have been mostly limited
to filing official announcements already released by the Polish official news agency or the official
press and radio.

HONDURAS COUP
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
Three Honduran military officers
overthrew Supreme Chief of State
Julio Lozano Diaz in the first
bloodless coup in the nation’s history Sunday:
An official announcement listed
the military academy; Col. Hector
Roque J. Rodriguez, director of
the military acarerny; Col. Hector
Carraccioli, commander of the air
force and Maj. Roberto Galvez,
WAR SHIPS OFF POLAND
WARSAWAn official source minister of development.
No further details were availdisclosed Monday that the Russian army officer in command of able here immediately.
the Warsaw district disappeared UPHEAVAL IN HUNGARY?
from his post during the night,
VIENNA -The state-controlled
and that "two or three" Soviet Hungarian radio Monday broadNavy cruisers had appeared off cast a student demand for reapthe Polish seaport of Gdansk pointment of "’lltoist" Imre Nagy
(Danzig).
as premier. Iron curtain experts
There was no explanation for immediately predicted an early
the disappearance from his post Polish-type government upheaval
of Gen. Franciszek Andirjewski. In Hungary.
commander of the Warsaw Military’ District. But he vanished dur- U.S. IN RIGGF.ST BOOM
LOS ANGELES The president
ing the hours of darkness, and
apparently hurried to the Soviet of the National Bank division of
the American Bankers Association
Union.
The official reports on the So- said Monday the nation -is riding
viet cruisers said their appearance the crest of the most prolonged
caused panic in the area. although boom." it ever has experienced,
the Soviet commander explained while another association official
that his vessels were there on urged sound principles of savings
and thrift "as an offset to inflamaneuvers.
"People are afraid the Russians tionary tendencies."

Homecoming activities include
the Coronation Ball on Friday.
Oct. 26, at 9 p m. in the Civic
Auditorium. Music will be provided by Walt Tolleson’s Orchestra.
On Wednesday, Oct. 31. the
queen and Jerry McCarthy, Homecoming Committee chairman, will
appear on KNTV, Channel 11, at
9:30 p.m. Also on Wednesday
night, Dick Yeager, Jan Heter and
Barbara Clement of the Homecoming Committee will be the
guests of Bob Custer on Custer’s
Caravan over KLOK.
Tier Majesty, McCarthy and
Jim Curnutt, parade committee
chairman, will Visit Ctister’s Caravan. KLOK, on Thursday night,
Nov. 1.
The Homecoming bonfire rally
will be held at 8 o’clock Friday
night on the Spartan Stadium
parking lot.
Homecoming a c t ivities will
wind ap with the Homecoming
parade at 5 p.m,. Nov. 3, followed
by the football game between SJS
and the University of Denver at
8:30 p.m.

NO. 20

Chief Justice Releases List
Of Class Office Candidates
Spartan Daily
Home Edition
Sells Quicklv
nave you
home"

bought your

send

issue of the SPARTAN

DAILY yet?
If not, you had better

do so

today, for two-thirds.of the slier.
ial, slick paper edition have already been soki and the remainder are extxcted to be sold today, according to John Keplinger,
president of Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic fraternity.

p.m. tomorrow. However, there is
a strong possibility, Keplinger
said, that all copies will be sold by
this afternoon.

lowing this Alien still play the
Toccata In I) Minor (Dorian) /Yr
Mach.

Jean Richard wIll perform Tient() del Cuarto Tono, a work by
contemporary Spanish composer,
Antonio de Cabezan. Teleman’s
Choral Prelude: Christ Lay In
Death’s Embrace, will be played
by Geraldine Stask, junior music
JENSON TO PLAY
The organ recital has been pre- major. Lynne Burton will play
pared by Richard Jesson, associ- another Teleman Choral-Prelude:
sen?
ate professor of music. who will 0 Lamb of God Our Savior,
play Chaconne, by the French CALETT1 TO SOLO
composer, Louis Couperin; and
Shirley ealetti. junior education
Prelude in D Minor, by Chram- major, will close the program with
bault. Jesson a n d trumpeters two numbers by Bach entitled I
Robert Sonke and Norman Rehm Call to thee, Lord Jesus Christ
ill perform Henry. Purcell’s Vol- and Christ Lay in Death’s Emuntary in C for two Trumpets and brace.
Organ.
The State legislature has reStephen Janzen will open the
program with Prelude and
Fugue in E Minor (The Cathedral) by Bach. Marian Allen,
junior music major, and Mary
senior flutist, will play
George Frederic Itandel’s Sonata for Flute, and Organ.. Fos-

cently

approved
nn for Instruction In the state colleges,
according to Valters. The school
has a responsibility to Instruct
its students not only as professional musicians
and music
teachers, but as church organists, Walters pointed out.

Mitchell Praises Drama
Dept.: Analyzes Acting
Thomas Mitchell told a full
house in the Main Theater yesterday that an actor must make
his audience believe he is what
Ii; pretends to be. He added that
if the audience is conscious that
the actor is doing a good job of
acting. he is not creating the illusion.
Dr, Harold Crain, head of the
Speech and Drama Department,
introduced the speaker, who commented that the SJS Drama Department was well-reputed
throughout the nation.
Mitchell asked for questions
from the audience as a birds
for his talk. Ile dress a laugh
alien he said, "Some questions
I can answer; some, I’ll just
plain lie about." Ii,’ s p114 r
against "methodirIng" acting.
SSW some actors reason all
the emotion out of any part they
play, more like psychiatrists in
a clinic than an sett* on
stage.

stated
Posters went
up yesterday
morning and must be removed
before 6 p.m. Friday. he added.
In the race for Senior Class
president air Al Behr and Tom
Bonetti. Joan Ereno is upoppoaed
for vice president. as is Diane
Seniors expecting to be grad- Harlow for treasurer. Liz Heath,
uated in January are needed to Trish Richards and Susan Shaw
organize elan nctivities. Tom are competing for secretary.
lionetti, president, announced durChuck Rigdon is the only caning yesterday’s Senior class meet- didate listed in the Junior Class
ing.
presidential race, with Claire Gill
-If Some January
graduates and Jeannie Oakleaf running for
don’t help out soon their activi- vice president. Competing for secties may not materialize," Bonetti retary are Vivienne Andres and
said.
Gayle Grisham while Gail DahAlso Miring the meeting candi- len and Kay Collins are matched
dates for Senior class offices were for treasurer.

Bonetti Urges
Winter Grads
To Organize

The issue, which sells for lo
cents, has been prepated by members of the local SDX chapter. It
contains two pages of pictures and
many features of campus life. The
edition is designed to be sent announced. They’ are: Al Behr
home to parents and friends.
and Tom Bonetti. president; Joan
Copies of the "send home" issue i:reno, vice-president; Liz Heath,
may be purchased in the booth Patricia Richards and Sue Shaw,
and Diane Harlon,
by the Library arch until 1:30 p.m. secretary;
today and from 8:30 a.m. to L30 I reasurer.

Students, Faculty Present
Organ Recital This Morning
A student and faculty organ
recital will be presented this
morning at 11;30 o’clock in the
Coneert Hall irs *part of the Survey of Music Literature class, according to W. Gibson Walters.
associate professor of music. The
50-minute program is open to the
public.

Chief Justice Gary Clarice today released a revised Is of candieligible to compete in campus-wide class elections to be held
Thursday and Friday.
The new 1;st shows a total of 44 candidates, representing a drop
of 21 students from the original field of 65. Most of the disgualifications were made because candidates were not legal members of
theil class councils, or had not been on campus one semester, Clark*

Idates

Sophomore Class presidential
candidate is Bruce Carter, running unopposed. Anne Beeman and
Elaine Perry are running
for
vice president, with Beverly Crawford, Gerri Dorm, Carol Hopkins
and Lee Houk in the race for meCLASS
Plans for an aftersgame dance retary. Lee Sorg 1. the only canof Nov. 17, and a cotitest to raise didate for treasurer at present. almoney were discussed at the though a petition has been circuSophomore Cities meeting yester- lated for Georgette Kammler.
day. The dance will he held when
Roger Tiffany and Ronald Tuttle are campaigning for Sophothe Spartans play Cal-poly.
The Contest Committee sug- more Male Justice while Carol
gested a possible theme for their Crisler is unopposed for Female
contest might be "My Favorite Justice.
Person On a Desert Isle."
In Freshman (lass politics, Roy
One-minute campaign speeches Cureton and Paul Kersey are canMOTw given by ebbs officer can- didates for president
Donna M
didates.
Gedeon, Bill Rose and !)aw Rowe
FRESHMAN CLASS
are listed for %ice president.
Politics replaced the normal orCandidates for secretary are
der ef business at yesterday’s Barbara lisynham, Mary White.
Frosh (lass meeting as 17 candi- Diane Beall Carol Young and
dates for class offices made cam- Jean Jewell Running for treaspaign speeches.
urer are Jerry Brown, Mary DutThe speakers were: Roy Cure- ton and Jeannie Lund. while Dave
ton and Connie Kersey, president; Longaker, Mari Morris and Bob
Dave Rowe, Dona Gedeon, and Young are campaigning for the
William Rose, vice president; Jen- one-year representative post. Don
nip Lund, Mary Dutton, and Jerry Mood is unopposed for the halfBrown. treasurer; Deane Beall, year representative position.
Carol Young, Jean Jewell, Mary
Lou White, and Barbara flaynham; David Longaker, Marl Morris, Don Flood and Bob Young,’
representativee
JUNIOR CLASS
Pete Van den Akker, an exThe Junior Panhellenic announchange student from Rotterdam.
Holland. spoke to the Junior Class ces its pledge party, tomorrow
afternoon from 5-7 o’clock in the
at their meeting yesterday
Van den Akker, who atended an Women.,’ Gym. according to Joyce
all male college in Holland for Hoeland. Panhellenic president.
The program will feature comtwo years, gave a brief account
of Holland in comparison to the munity singing, entertainment and
U.S. He told those attending, that dinner.

morstomosE

Panhellenic
1Plans Party

Dutch opinion of the U.S. Is priEvery girl pledging a sorority
marily influenced by American is invited to attend, Miss Hoemovies and soldiers.
land said.

led, but added that the fact that
he got an Academy Award for it
might have something to do with
his feelings
Ile felt realism, in the
se
of really creating the part as
II ass written, can neser go
too far. Mitchell said that the
hest directing Is that ahich tells
the actor what not to do, hecause-inn one can tell hlm just
abut to do. All he has to sell
Is his personality. It is necessary to he ...loathe to he an
actor, he said.
must know
your subject thoroughly to your
own satisfaction. I don’t know
what makes an actor. but I
know what doesn’t make one."
At another point he said an
actor moo learn to live through
criticism Ile must ". . . want to
act so completely that he will
do it come hell or high water "

When the hctor is on the stage.
there is no one else no director
and no audience. He is on his
In answer to the question." How own and must depend completely
can a person get into the thea- on himself lie must have the urge
ter?" he said he didn’t know and to express himself and believe he
then added. "First, make sure can do it
then hope that "Cod
Almighty himself is in the wings."
you can’t do anything else".
Mitchell said his favorite part
The program was arranged by
was in ’Stagecoach". because of Robert I. Goy, assistant professor
the atmosphere in which be play- of drama.

"Vt (WOK" SPEAKM---Theti..,.. snit hell. I% ’s "v11." or Id r h. I
n ,
u he mtorho too .1 ton I1,111se in in,
esti ’,lax, ...Id
h and Drninn Plypartment n
s..r) nodl-reptil,d
Ih.tt th,
ihroughout the nation.
Photo
P
by Blaisdell
dell

ire

by Dick Bibler

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Spartanaily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

This Is Story
About a Story;
Read ’n Weep

Here and There
BY EKED (’LAM

love between these
The Daily Orange of Syracuse , seem to be any
apparently is having a hard time crosstown "buddies," on or Off
By JIM HUSHAW
reader response in the the athletic field.
EDITORIAL
The feature story is. to some getting
1
form of letters to the editor.
writers a joy, to others a thing to
In one of its recent NSW% is ATTENDANCE GROWS
be avoided- it all depends on the
%% Inch reads.
a plea for It
The more miles news spreads
person behind the typewriter.
"Oh. come on now, something’s about Vice President Nixon’s
Tomorrow peoples around the world will celebrate United Nations!
whether or not he likes what he is
bothering you. Registration was speech here the larger the attendDay. In this great organization’s short, 11-year history much has been
writing, or is just filling up space
too slow; you’ve Rol sis 8 ance seems to grow.
accomplished, and much has failed.
You might say now that I am
I o’clecks; the Daily Orange crossThe Stanford Daily rain a
Only the failures cf the United Nations stand out in the minds
Just filling up space. K will attempt
aord puzzles are too tough;
story on the vice president’s
of many individuals. There are many persons in the United States,
to tell you what a feat IC story
5ii15 visit and repotted 1009
coontry once known for its progressiveness in international relations,
is and why it is interesting to the beer should be semed in 01116,4e1;
and all the VIP:11.1) signs should
students gathered in the inner
who refuse to take note of anything but the failures of the world
reader.
he put in front of sorority
quad to hear Nixon.
organization.
A feature. story is what you
houses. Well, don’t just stand
are
reading
right
now
(don’t
These persons, and they seem to congregate in the midwest,
there . . write a letter, to the BACK BLOOD DRIVE
stop now, this Might get better).
have been blind to the great work of ’1101 United Nations agencies as
editor."
No one can say. at least not
It is the type of story that is
UNESCO and the World Health Organization.
As long as the SPARTAN with a straight face, that the
designed to create an Interest in
Such agencies as these have accomplished wonders in helping
controversial Daily Kent Stater isn’t backing
some phase of life or just about DAILY maintains a
to enlighten and raise living standards in under-developed nations.
sports writer, the reader response the Red Cross Bloodmobile.
any
conceivable
thing.
If more persons were made aware of these accomplishments, there
doesn’t seem to lag.
The Ohio student paper ran a
In fact, it almost might be corprobably would be less criticism of the United Nations.
headline in solid red type blaring
rect to say that a feature story
What about the future? Picture, if you will, a time when all counout the words, "DONATE BLOOD
has been written about everything. NO BURGLARJUST THIEF
tries have signed a United Nations pact agreeing to an end of
In a recent issue of the Daily TUESDAY." Then in the center
And if one never has been written
Southern of the paper was a cross 10 inches
H-bomb tests. If a country were to violate this pact, it would have
about a feature story, this takes Trojan. University of
to face an International Court of Justice where all the force of world
publitation, is a United bids outlined in a recl border.
California
care of that.
opinion would be brought to bear. Then, not only would the United
Press story concerning the fact
IT ALL DEPENDS
Nations be on the road toward halting ignorance and famine throughthat no felony burglary complaint
Features
are
written
best
by
a
LON6
kiti;60
HE
LIKE
YOUR1ERM
Nrelf
VIC PICINI TAKE
UCLA football
HAVE A HOBBY?
out the world, but it would be on the way toward preventing another
person who is writing about what was issued against
player Gerry McDougall, due to
VV. Can Furnish You
world war
the last world war.
he likes. Girls, dogs, cars or just
With All Your Supplies
As for those who fear world government if the United Nations
various forms of life, they all de- lack of evidence,
However, the UP story disis allowed to continue its natural development, and who fear the loss
pend upon how the writer sees
the matter would be
of their country’s sovereignty, they have only to look at the charter of
them and in what humor he puts closed that
Anthat organization to see that there is nothing to fear.
what he sees. or thinks, down on referred to the West Los
HOBBY SHOP
geles branch of the city pro, paper.
That charter states in part that all nations, before bringing their
293 S. FIRST ST.
secutor’s after for possible nil.
I
Feature stories are among
disagreements before the General Assembly, first attempt to solve
Next to Alpine Cafe
deanor action and POSSIBLI:
the most read parts of newstheir quarrel between themselves.
petty theft charge.
OPEN
wasn’t praised by everybody and papers. especially when thew are
Here’s hoping there will be many more United Nations Days
a
The Daily Trojan headlined th,
Mon .Thurs.Fri.-9-9
that
I
received
criticisms.
writen
in
a
Mime
town
paper
ahead.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Burt’
Tues.Wed.Sat.-9-6
If I had it to do over, including about people Using in the same story. "UCLA Star No
Maybe this is just a private feud
Just Thief.- There just doeall of my extra-curricular activi- town.
between Mr. Poe and Mr. O’Conties, I wouldn’t drop a thing beIn most eases, a feature takes
nor, but .
cause of the very valuable experi- some research. This can be in the
Mr. Poe (some people say Edgar
ence I have gabled and the per- form of questions to a person with
Allen Poe couldn’t write unless he
sonal enjoyment I had.
the desired knowledge or by digwas drunk) contends we shouldn’t
I received criticism and we ging into old records and laboring
play Stanford each year as he sees
had many lively discussions in over stacks of books.
no purpose in it.
the Executive Board, but one BRAINS HELP
By TOM LARIMORE
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
Well, why do we play Stanford person does
The easiest type of feature to
not k
all of the
Thirty-three women students augurated four-year program every year? Is it for the revenue
answers. It takes a combination write is one when you have the
Kinematics
Electronics
hae enrolled for their sophomore has put San Jose State College we obtain for playing in a larger
of many persons with their.ideas knowledge of experience to write
Dynammics
year in the year-old baccalaureate students in hospital parking stadium? Why does Marquette
Digital Computing
representition In stu- about it. That is what this type
nursing program designed to grad. condition% fir the first time. play Wisconsin every year? As for good
Machine Design
Machinery
government.
of feature you are now reading is.
dent
uate st udent s as Registered The sophomore students now are Marquette is in Wisconsin’s back
Mechanism
Data Processing
I feel that all students should. It takes no notes and no research,
Nurses with a bachelor of seience working 11 hours a week in yard, so is San Jose State in StanProduction
Equipment
sometime in their high school or just living the life of a writer and
degree, according to Dr. Carl D. several h 050 t kqs and health ford’s back yard. For years Missiscollege years participate in stu- observer.
Duncan. natural science division agencies of Santa Clara County. sippi Southern played Alabama
dent government. At Phoenix
San Jose State is made up of
DA you know that Merchant is building a new modern 15.000.000
head.
Called the "most favorable lo- and got trounced every year until lege all offices were for oneColse- features, you might say. There
factory and World Headquarters building in Oakland. Cali.
Under the direetion of Mins cation in the West," by Dr. Dun- the "trounced" rose up and
mester; this gave many people could be features written about
forniia? We would like to tell you about this and about the
Grace Staple, nurshig depart- can, SJS is offered several work smashed Alabama-twice in a row.
opportunity to participate and almost anything on campus. It
interesting opportunities you will find in our far-reaching
ment director. this newly in- areas for in-training nurses. Seven
Stanford beat SJS last Saturday hold offices in student govern- takes a title effort on the part of
sion program. Our representatives will be on campus Friday,
agencies are now cooperating with because Stanford had the better
October 26 (and ege;t1 Fleet spring). Contact your Placement
the writer and keen observance
ment.
the nursing program by providing football team. Our players tried
Bureau.
We had 1600 students In attend_ to tie what you see into a story
, such in-service training.
out there, Mr. Poe, they didn’t let
ance. Our Advisory Board, all for all to enjoy.
Stanford stomp them. SJS, in
COOPERATIVE AGENCIES
If you happen to be reading this
members of the student body, was
San Jose State College
Agencies at which SJS nursing losing, outgained both Michigan responsible for seting up an acti- in class, the coop or one of the
Entered as second class matter students are being trained are State and Ohio State. No, Mr. Poe,
MARCHANT
MARCHANT
vities budget of $45,000. This bud- quads, just look around you. You
April 24. 1934, at San
CALCULATORS, INC.
RESEARCH, INC.
might
see
a
feature
that
may
under the act of March 3, 1979. Santa Clara County Hospital, San Stanford didn’t stomp us.
then
passed
by
the
board
soon
get was
I have lived in an area where
i475 Powell Street, Oakland 8, California
Member California Newspaper Pub- Jose Hospital. San Jose and Santa
of students and faculty without appear in the SPARTAN DAILY.
:ishars’ Association.
Clara County health departments, two football teams had a big any changes being made.
Published dolly by the Assocfatrtd
Visiting Nurses Association, Cali- rivalry. In 30-odd games one of
This kind of experience does
Students of Saps Jose State College.
fornia State Day Nurie ry at the teams had never won a game. not come from textbooks or
bob & donna
except Saturday and Sunday, during
But
the
series
continued.
And
one
good grades, but from arils..
say
the college year with one issue dur- Lowell Grammar School and Agmg each final Illitaminetion period.
news State Hospital. Representa- year that always-beaten team rose participation in student governup
and
knocked
off
that
almighty
Subscriptions accepted only on a
tives of the Santa Clara Medical
SAVE WITH US
ment.
ONE YEAR FREE!
am eƒnder-oi-school year basis. In Society are working with the SJS opponent.
.1.
Every student owes it to himself
If these results we not obte;,, I
fell semester, 53: in Spring semester,
and, Remember
Remember 1953. Mr. Poe? SJS
nursing students at these instituto become active in something,
Lao
’ AP
within
$1.50.
60
days.
lost to Stanford something like but it is up to the person to know
tions.
Telephone: CYpress 44414EdiDry Cleaning
54-0.
Many
people,
after
that
Although
no
GAIN
REDUCE
athance
publicatonal Ext. 210: Advertising Dept.
his own limits. Then he will not
3" on your CHEST
4" on your WAIST
Ext. 211.
tion aas issued prior to the game, no doubt felt like you do get in up to his neck and blame
now.
But
the
next
year
they
con2" on your ARMS
3" on your HIPS
registration
of
the
955
fall
Press of des Globe Printing Co.,
wa.
everybody else.
1445 South First St., San Joss. Calif.
2" on your LEGS
3" on your LEGS
semester, 52 freshmen women tinued the series. Yet, a lowly
A person just has to have the
Complete Laundry
underdog
rose
on
a
November
afIS
Lbs.
WEIGHT
15
Lbs.
WEIGHT
.411Pits
signed up for the four -year
desire to serve himself and his
Service
&Mee
ternoon to heights unknown as
I. o U r se s. Sixty-five freshmen
71;;;;;:i
schoe. That is all it takes and I’m
JOHN KEPLINGER
PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
they scalped the Stanford Indians. sure that nobody ever regrets it
463 S. 2nd
CY4-2420
registered
this
fall
and
SS
sophoGUARANTEED
Manager
mores are continuing the pro- It can happen any time; upsets afterwards if he enters student
JACK ERICKSON
Don’t become dull because of lack of
Cr your
don’t pick a certain Saturday.
gram.
Day Editor
government with the thought of
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
GARY BUTLER
Why does SJS play Stanford? If experience and
MONEY
Included In the program are 78
..ervice and not
Health Club, 413 E. Santa Clara Street,
News Editor
. Bob Pentair certified registered nurses who you don’t know now, Mr. Poe, you personal glory. There Is very little
BACK
. Clark Biggs
Feature Editor .
CY 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.
are completing their education never will.
glory in being a top student leader.
Sal Orlando
Sports Editor .
Kevin
Swanson
Society Editor
Eleanor Terrell toward the B.S. Degree. Eighteen
as few students really know what
ASB 4367
FM. Arts Editor
Barbera Hartman
of these students are attending
I heir at
go.1-nment does.
Wire Editor .
Bob larker
classes full time.
ASB 7418
Photo Editor
John Spalding
&IS Is ONE OF FOUR
Activity
Exchange Editor .. . Fred Coins
Librerian
.
.
Jerry Rothe
San Jose State is one of four Dear Thrust and Parry:
Reporters
state colleges offering this type
I was very much interested in
Illerafini, Don II c k r, Lou of nursing program. Chico State
the letter which appeared in the
Anne Bone, Mike Brown, Gary Sutler,
James Cypher, Alex Goff, Jim Hse was the first to give this curri- Oct. 17 issue of the SPARTAN
culum an dSan Francisco State DAILY, headed "Don’t be active?"
show, Tom Lerirnore. Dick O’Connor,
Don Osborne. Marilyn Peters, RosaA faculty Fireside will be held
and San Diego State have joined I feel that this person has missed
Jim
lind Raymond, Kenneth Powell,
also.
the point entirely for being active. Wednesday night at the Willow
Sims. Walt Taylor, Dick Tyler, Frank
hIs SrIS faculty members, tin- He or she probably ran for office Glen home of Dr. John Barr, asWarren, WO Weimers, Don St.der the direction of Miss Staple, expecting to be well known by sistant professor of education. Dr,
W11111.
Advertising Staff
conduct the in-service ’training everybody on campus after being Barr will lead the discussion.
Office Manager Frences Stuart
Students are asked to meet at
at the seven agencies. Each in- elected and that everybody woill,t
Gerald Ulrich, Wayne Halbert,
structor has her own speciality. praise him and pat his back every the Student Y, 205 S. 9th St., at
Don Davison. Bob Nichois Henry
720 p.m. The fireside is open to
"Public Health Nursing" spe- time he turned around.
Hustedt, Bob Montell, Nick 8,11. Barcialities are taught by Miss Carol
bara Illennion. Judy McDonald, Dawn
Ile possibly expected to be ROI& student who wishes to atTognoli, Joan Henderson. Dave TosKeefe. Miss Helen Steyaert and known as a BMW. This Ingram tend, according to Bbh Stegall,
ser’s, Ed Regaled& Larry Kaufman
Mrs. Helen Stevens. Mrs, Hazel also asks a title unhappy at re- chairman of the campus and you
Rh Boggle, Jerry Humps!, Kenneth
Cornett Ronald Toth, Katherine Ron’ Taylor specializes in "Maternity ceiving criticism. Let’s face It. carnmission.
dons, Joe Kennedy, Glenn Dooley,
Nursing" and Mrs. Laura Mae none of us are perfect and critiBen Reichmuth.
Douglas instructs "Medical Nurs- cism can be very helpful.
The Xinca Indians of southern
ing." "Fundamentals of Nursing"
I was ASB president At Phoenix Guatamala are remnants of an
Is handled by Mri. Rizpah Lind- College, Ariz., last semester and ancient populati..n which preceded
strom. Other specialties will be consequently, because of my many th). Maya and Nahua Indians.
added in future years as the de- activities, my grade average drop- They are considered one of the
mand calls for them, Miss Staple ped some. I ’have no regrets that most harbarious of today’s Indian
i
.....
emphasized.
my grades were lower, and that I tribes.
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World To Celebrate a Great Day

HUSTON’S

Still

Ray of Hope

New Nursing Program
Offers Field Experience

ENGINEERS

Spartan Daily

MARCHA11T

San Jose Health Club

SAN JOSE
LAUNDERETTE

Case For

Ed Prof To Lead
Faculty Fireside

Pat;

i

COOP and COFFEE
It’s a tradition

just like going
to class

MEET YOU
AT THE COOP

Look Successful!
Be Successful!

.

woil pressed (johns
mein the onoel impression
Suits cleaned and pressed

1.10

Sport Coats

SPARTAN CLEANERS
and Laundry
Corner 5th and San Salvador
OPEN 7:30 - 6:00 Mon, thru Fri., Sat. 8 . 5:30

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Refreshing antiseptic action heals
razor ni:ks, helps keep your skin
in top condition.
SHULTON

N,

1.00 .
York

foroet0

SJS Grad, Now Opera Star,
To Sing At Centennial May 3

Irene Delis, Berlin State Opera Jose during a week’s vacation
Company star and SJS graduate, in from her singing roles.
a recently received cablegram to
Graduated from SJS In INC
William Eriendson, associate pro- Miss
Dolls studied voice with
fessor of music, last week accepted Miss Maurine Thompson,
associan invitation to appear at the ate
professor of music, and piano
Civic Auditorium May 3 in con- with Erlentison during
her unnection with the Centennial Celedergraduate year s. Following
bration.
graduation, she studied for her
Miss Delis has consented to sing master’s degree at Columbia
several operatic arias accompanied University, at the same time
by the College Symphony Orches- working with private teachers.
tra.
In Italy, studying under a FulAt present, Miss Balls Is singbright scholarship, her participaing leading roles with the Bertion in a student performance won
lin Opera. She Is scheduled to her the opportunity to appear in
make another trip to the states the West German Provincial Theanext March to appear with the ter of Oldenburg. From there, she
Metropolitan Opera Company In
went to the Berlin Stadtische
New York.
Opera, where #t first she sang
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. minor parts, eventually worked
P. N. Delis, 124 Deimos St., San her way to the role of star.
Jose, Miss Delis will come to San

Vets To Sign
Monthly attendance forms are
to be signed by Korean Vets in

Room 122A any day this week,
according to Mrs. Sue Rankin,
Korean Vets secretary. Deadline
for signing is Friday.

SPARTAN DAILY Page 3’
Sportsmen’s Club Tuesday, October 23, I 956
13 Form New Sh1,..iug Group
To View Movie
At Next Meeting

Members of the Sportsmen’s
All Korean Vets planning to Club will meet tomorrow from
collect subsistence this semester 12-1 p.m. in Room 49 to see a
20zm1nute outdoor life film, and
must sign the forms, Mrs. Ranto discuss the possibility of a
kin said.
fishing trip Saturday.
According to Program Chairman
Byron Bollinger, the club has a
paid membership of about 40 persons. Bollinger invited any interested faculty, administration, or
building and grounds personnel, to
Tryouts for the Children’s Thea- attend tomorrow’s meeting.
ter production, "Sleeping Princess
and the Golden Goose," will be
held today at 4:30 p.m., in the
The cost of developing a superStudio Theater. There are 15 sonic fighter is double the funds
parts. about equally divided be- required for a jet fighter used in
tween boys and girls.
the Korean War.

Children’sTheater
To Hold Tryouts

San Jose State Teams Tie Two,
-Show Slate- Lose Three Over Busy Weekend
STUDIO
A Solid Show

JUDY

PAUL
DOUGLAS

HOLIDAY

"THE SOLID
GOLD CADILLAC"
Fred ClarkJohn Williams
,

"FACE OF LINCOLN"

TOWNE

It was another bad weekend for
San Jose State athletic teams as
the Spartans could manage no better than two ties in five athletic
contests participated in.
The varsity footballers were
forced to come from behind to
tie the San Diego State College
Aztecs at San Diego. Coach Bob
Bronzan called the Aztec squad
"the best since the war and possibly the best in the history of the
school."
The Junior l’arsity gridders
held off the Stanford Braves for
25 minutes before going down to
a crushing 54-0 defeat. Conn-

menting on the game, Coach
Bill Walsh said, "We played
well for most of the first half,
but then mistakes hurt us. We
forced them to punt everytime
they had the ball except once
until five minutes to go in the
half. It was a 7-0 giune. Then
the roof fell in."

The Freshmen fared a bit better
score-wise with a strong East Contra Costa Junior College team although they were defeated 34-13.
LONG TOUCHDOWNS
The Frosh had three long touchdowns called back by penalties in
the first half. Offensive highlight

"MADDALEIVA"
Merte Toren

"WAGES OF FEAR"
STUDENT RATES

SARATOGA
"MOBY DICK"
Grogsfy

PeekOrson Wells

Alio
"24 HOUR ALERT"
STUDENT RATES

EL RANCHO
"JOHNNY CONCHO"
Fronk Sinatra - Phyllis Kirk
Also

"Run For The Sun"
"A SPECTACUVR MOVIII".406

P0,0.0,4 Prna,rr,

AUDREY

HINRY

NIL

War and Peace
I TECHNICOLOR
""

nsuyisioil

Now Playing
FOX CALIFORNIA
THEATRE
CY 3-7007

eetings
Alpha Eta Rho will meet tonight at 8:30 o’clock in H 44.
Blue Key will meet tonight at
8 o’clock at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house...
Christian Science Organization
will meet tonight at 7:30 o’clock
in the college chapel.
Eta Epsilon will meet tomorrow
at 7 p.m. in Room 14.
Homecoming FloatsRepresentatives from all organization f entering parade floats are requested
to meet Thursday at 4 p.m. in
Room 119.
Homecoming Parade Committee
will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 119.
Kappa Phi will meet tonight for
presentation of pledges at 7:30
o’clock in Vivian Chapel of the
First Methodist Church.
Lutheran Student Association
will meet today at 5 p.m. at 99
S. 11th St.
Public Relations Committee will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in J 3.
Rally Conunittee will meet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Ski Club will meet tonight at
7:30 o’clock in S 112.

Fulbright Group
{Massif’ 1 Nominates
Foil r
FOR RENT

Guest house. 309 S. 8th Street.
Vacancies. Men. Excellent home
cooking. $35 up. With or without
meals. 10 meals a week.
Room with Kitchen priv, for
men. $25 a mo. 561 S. 7th St.
Furnished rooms $10-$15 per
month. Kitchen. Male students.
No drinking o r smoking. CY
3-3308.

Immediate vacancy at Di Barni
House. Room and board. CY 39908.
WANTED
Part time waitress for high class
Chinese restaurant in Mt. View.
2-4 hours per evening. Oriental
students preferred. Call YO 8-1040.
Morning.
Typing done In my home. Term
papers, reports, etc. Just 2 blocks
from school. 530 S. 6th St., Apt. 2.
Student wanted to share mod.
apt. with vet. Should have car.
Call CV 2-0192 before 7:30 am.
or after 9:30 p.m.
FOR SALE
’52 Stude. V-8. 2 Dr. Sedan. It &
H, W.W., Hydro. Car in good condition. $450. CV 5-8188.
MO-TD, ’51, It and H. sharp.
new paint, rebuilt eng. $985. EL
4-5119.
Women’s siding pants. Wool,
cheap, worn once. Size 12. CY
3-0246.
’52 Chevy Pickup. R & H. 4
sp. Must sell. 527 S. 24th St. Space
69. E. L. Hamilton.
Ideal for Adv or lourn. student.
Business Mimeo Shop with New
sheet. $200 down. AX 6-0673.

For Study Abroad
Four SJS scholars have been
nominated by the Fullbright Committee to enter national competition for study in foreign countries,
Dr. Alice Dement. of the Personnel
Office, announced today.
The students are Eugene Briere,
1956 graduate, nominated to study
literature in France: Charles D.
Knowles, a senior, nominated to
study music in Germany: Ann Marie Travisano, a senior, nominated
to study trade conditions in Italy;
and Alma W. Kahrs, a graduate
student, nominated to study social
conditions in Mexico.
The students were nominated
pending demonstration of proficiency in the language of the country of their choice, Dr. Dement
l:f ii

630 AM 3:30

P.M.

LEONETTI’S
COFFEE SHOP

Big Burger
Salad, Fries,

French Roll
and

SOUP
(1.,eraq. Inc.)

60c
Also Foch/flog:
BriVosf
Luncheons
Complef Fouofln
1/ Bloci from School
141 S. 3rd.

Social Affairs Committee will
work on Coronation Ball bids tonight at 7 o’clock in the Dugout.
Spartan Chi will meet Wednesday at 730 p.m. in Room 157.
Student Democrats will meet tomorrow at 8 p.m. at Democratic
Headquarters, 16 N. 2nd St.
Student Y will meet tonight at
7:30 p.m. at the Student Y building.

for Max Coley’s Spartababes was
a 95 yard kick off return by Ray
Norton.
The other touchdown came on
a four yard plunge by Bill McClusity. Coley praised the line
play of SJS center Ron Ford.
The soccermen were downed
by City College of San Francisco in a league match In San
Francisco. The score was 5-2.

HAVENLY FOODS
Hove you tried our

CHEF’S SPECIAL

The Choralliers. directed by WilThis group will be under Eriendliam Erlendsen. associate professor sen’s direction olso. and students
of ITIOSIC, are newly organized this who enjoy singing will be enyear in conjunction with the A couraged to join.
Capella Choir. This group tills the
need for a smaller ocal group to
sing on occasions when a large
group is not feasible, Erlendson

STEAK DINNER 1.85
elm

CY 3 1612

SHANK’S

DRIVE-1N DRY CLEANERS and

said.
’Members of the Choralliers must
belong to the A Capella Choir. and
tbeir repertoire includes a crosssection of music. from classical to
light modern. There are 13 members, both men and women.
The Choralliers will sing for
W. Gibson Walters’ Survey of Music Literature Class Nov. 8. Also,
they will sing for the Christmas
programs of the Music Teacher,’
Association and the Music St.:
Club. according to Eriendson.
The Music pepartment is look- .
ing forward to the possibility
a Choral Union -a large gr,
which will include non-music
dents --next fall, according to 1
Hartley D. Snyder, head of t!
Music Department.

Skiers Write
For Magazine

SJS’s Ski Club has been chosen
as one of the western ski groups1
to submit weekly articles to the
newly-formed Far Western Skin,
suplement of the National Skil!
magazine, Dick Alcock. club mi. dent. announced today.
Alcock said also that the el .
will meet tonight for the first tin
CCSF leads the league with a this year at 7:30 o’clock in Room
2 and 0 mark. San Jose has S112.
A ski film will be slim% n and
dropped both o f its league
coffee and donuts will be senc,1
games.
A barbecue and ice-skating II
HELP TO TIE
and coming snow trips will be (1,
The cross country squad was cussed.
held to a 28-28 tie by the Stanford
University harriers. The meet was
held on Stanford’s four-mile
course. Winner of the event was
San Jose State’s Wes Bond with
Anyone interested in accompya 22:46 clocking. It was the season ing the Women’s P.E. dance
opener for Coach Mike Ryan’s classes is urged to contact either
team.
Mrs. Lenore Luedemann in the
In the olympic boxing trials at Women’s Physical Education office
San Francisco’s Cow Palace, Mel or Dr. Hildegard Spreen of the
Ratkovich of San Jose State was Women’s P.E. department.
defeated in the Friday night semifinals.

Pianists Needed
In Dance Classes

SHIRT LAUNDRY

In by 9:00

One Stop
Service

Out by

5:00

at No Ertra Charge

SECOND and SAN CARLOS
(Right behind Newberry’s)

We give S & H Green Stomps

DAVE’S SUNNYLAND FOUNTAIN
SPECIALS ON GOOD FOOD

Steak Sandwich
With French fries and salad

Enchiladas with Chili ’B’
Coffee
Roof Beer
Lime

5c

55c
45c

Tea
Pepsi-Cola
Orange

All 1 Oc drinks with lunch and sandwich

Milk Shake "Daily Special" .

Sc
25c

7th & San Carlos
Across from the Women’s Gym

Glass is never perfectly transTau Delta Phi will hold a formal
smoker tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at parent. It is always slightly tinted,
the Hotel DeAnza, 233 W. Santa however the tint is only visible
to experts sometimes.
Clara St.

DINNER SPECIAL
ROAST BEEF with Brown Gravy
SOUP
POTATOES
BREAD & BUTTER
VEGETABLE
Large Bottle of Milk 10c

Electrical
Mechanical
Industrial
Civil

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd

St.

ENGINEERS

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

BRANDS YOU KNOW
.

we need you

Price4 you like

to plan and
build the
future!

LO BUE’S MARKET
FREE DELIVERY
DELICIOUS APPLES-3 LBS.
1411 ALMADEN RD

29c

SAN JOSE

CY 2.3344

Allied’s Hi Fi
Shop
DIVISION OF ALLIED RADIO TV

Ampex Pentron R.C11,
Tape Recorders
... from S109.95
also
pre recorded tapes of the
latest in music

UPSTAIRS
79 S. 3rd near San Fernando

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Horizons Unlimitedthat’s the constant goal of man. It also describes your
opportunities in the fast-changing communications and electronics field. At Pacific
Telephone you’ll find challenging, important engineering work ... a great variety
of opportunities in this growing company
...and plenty of chances to make the most
of your technical and leadership abilities.
Hight here in the West you can take the
first step in a rewarding career. at Pacific
Telephone. Our Management Development
Program gets you off to a sure start. at a
good salary that grows with you, and lets
you find the opportunities that hest match
your training and interests. It helps pave

the way for a key position in a vital field
in the fastest-growing area in the nation
the Pacific West.
To find out more about a telephone engineering career, get our booklet, "Your Career
with Pacific Telephone" from your college
placement officer. Then arrange through
him or through your
Department Head to
see our interviewers
now, or on their next
visit to the campus.
Let us discuss your
qualifications with you,
and the opportunities
we offer.

Watch For The Announcement Of Our Interviewing Dates

41 Pacific Telephone
A Good Place to Build Your Future

B26. Watercolors by Salvador DAL Butterflies, sea shalt and other
erschenting pointing from nature. 14117.
Pub. at 16.00
set of 6 - now 1.49
B50. Waterfowl Sporting Prints. Si superlative peintings of mellanfs,
canvasbacks. geese in flight, etc. Muted colors end realistic detail mole
these outstendteg 17.131/2-. Pub at 6.00
set of 6 - now 2.91
e2e. American Landscape Paintings. Field and stream, town and coon.
trysceetne4s..large
p.b.
oo
o_nd richly.colored, I8X14.
set of 6 - now 2.91
630. Meng the Boulevards of Penis. Notre Dame. the Opera House.
etc. 141/2.111/21. Prb at 10.00
tel of 6 - now 9114
831. Currier I Ives Prints. A superb selection. faithfully reproduced
12.9. Pub. at 4.00
set of 6 - now 910
B32. Italian Scenes. Sunny watercolors of the Mediterranean seashore
and village. 12.10’. Pub. at 2.50
set of 4 - now 914
B33. Pink & Blue Moods - Dancing pastels by Monte Laurencin. Dreamy
pdaber:inegt sfoo
igures. - perfect for bedroom or powderroom. 14,H
set of 4 - now 149
Pub
834.. o
t d;oco
sWatercolors. Delicate. graceful figure drawings. 13;13 . ,
. set of 8 - now 1.98
836. Belgin Street Scenes, Picturesque shops, gabled houses etc. beautifully ’tinted. 12.161’. Pub. at 4.00
set of 4 - now 984
838. Six Mexican Prints. All the brilliant color and charm of the Merl.
can mariet place - vendors. their birds, flowers. pottery. etc. I3X I
Pub. at 5.00
.....
.
set of 6 - now 2.91
839. "Greek Classics. Scenes of love and sport from ancient vase
paintings - very sophisticated. 11.14.
Pub. at 4.00
set of 8 - now 9$,
B40. Decorative Fruit Prints. Rich and striking - ideal for dining area
or breakfast ncok. 9.12. Pub. at 6.00
set of 8 - now 1.91
84I. Portraits of Antique Autos. Lavish color reproductions of classic
cars. 11.14. Pub. at 10.00
. set of 4 - now 1.91
B42. Decorative Old Maps. Large, magnificent facsimiles of priceless
unusual
for
living
hand-colored maps - distinctive,
room. den or office.
20.16. Pub. at 11.00
. set of 6 - now 3.91
B43. Toulouse-Lautrec "Moulin Rouge" Prints. Paris in the Gay Nineties
the famous posters. in brilliant color. 9Y+.13.
-Put. at .00
Pub.
set of 6 - now 2.98
845. American Frontier Towns. Delightful Americana - the old h’
clans Forgo office, etc. 11.14.
PinulPtettst
set of 4 - now 911S
......
846. Trout Flies. 20 color plates showing over 200 fly and streamer
patterns. 6.9". Pub. at 2.60
set of 20 - now 984
848. Festival Scones of Provincial France. Acrobats and merrymaker,.
in the village square. 1 I.9. Pub. at 6.00 .... set of 6 - now 914
827. Japanese Color Prints. Exquisite portraits and landscapes - strik
inqly decorative! 13.18-. Pub. at 10.00
. set of 8 - now 2.9$
885. Woodland Portveits-A portfolio of 50 color photographs by
Jeannette Klute. Some of the most brilliant, poetic ondsaletec_heic4a.1118y
accomplished photographs of our time. 121/2.17" plates, with full
technical date. Pub. at 20.00
952 Von Gogh Masterpieces. Brilliant and faithful reproductions. in
color. of his most famous works including "Bridges at Arles,"
Lrypsy Caravan," others. 11.13. P.b. at 6.00 .
set of 6 - now 980
B99. Caribbean Wetercolors. The island natives in colorful
market village and waterside scenes in magnificent watercolo7u17’.,
c
Pub. at 4.00
... set of 6 - now 913s
867. Views of Paris, by Maurice Legendre.sS
rkSuperb
2 8 reproductions in
,
roauts 1color.of
.00 .
famous notolgic landma
.
set of 4 - now 2.98
81l /. Colorful Spain. Charming sundrenched ’scenes of natives in
villages and at the beach in luminous watercolor. 14,1 1",
Pub. at 7.50
set of 4 - now 910
866. Romantic Japan. A rare blend of exquisite Oriental lines and
brilliant colors, capturing the ever beguiling face of Japan thn :1
the. seasons. 13.1I 1. Pub. at 3.00
Sale -- 98;

r Pitt Saie
originally
published at

to
4.88

2.00 to 20.00 . . . now . . .
Portfolios of Beautiful, Decorative Color Prints

Beautify every room in your home, office or studio with these
charming, magnificently decorative color prints, ready for framing
SI. kllet Dancers. Cepttvating pastels of bellerines backstage.
12.14 Pub. at 2.60
set of 4 - now 9110
82 Oriental Landscapes. Haunting moods and scenery, panted
with dads: delicacy. 8.12 1. Pub. at 3.00
Set of 4 - now 910
13. Horses. Stunning portraits of thoroughbreds, by Sevitt. 13d7.
Pub. et 6.00
set of 8 - 2.911
84 Paris Street Scones. Cafes, kiosks, strollers, etc. - a colorful
group. 10.1411. Pub at 3.00 . .
set of 6 - now 910
BS. Frederic Remington’s "Sushi:ins". Vd paintings by the greatest artist of the Old West - Indians in war paint, army scouts, etc.
-superb for framing. 13071.
Pub. a 7.50
set of 8 - now 2.9$
116. Mother Goose Nursery Prints. Merry and bright - perfect for
baby s
r.r.
set of 8 - now 2.9$
B7. Picturesque Mexico. Szndrenched scenes. peasants in colorful
garb. etz. 17.14. Pub. at 6.00
set of 4 - now 2.98
B8. American CUpper Ships. Magnificent paintings of famous 19th
century craft. by John O’Hare Cosgrove. 11. 18.14.
P.b. at 6.00
_ set of 4 - now 1.98
89. Renoir hash. Enchanting figure drawings if, sepia and blue
chalk. 13.13. Pub. at 6.00
. ....
set of 6 - now 2.91
810. Japanese Sso-w Seenes h Kroshige. Woodblock prints by the
greet master of form and color. IWO".
Pub. at 6.00
set of 6 - now 2.9$
1311. Degas Silhouette Prints. Graceful ballet dancers beautifully
portrayed. 134181/41. Pub. at 4.00 _
set of 4 - now 1.9$
812. Famous Spanish Bullfight*. Prints. Scenes that capture the
drama of the worlds most exciting sport. Colorful, extremely deco.
rative. 11112.151/2. Pub. at 5.00
set of 6 - now 1.49

814 Victorian Homes. Paintings of old brownstones, capturing ell
their uneracter and charm. 11.18.
Pub. at 8.00
set of 4 - now 1.911
BIS. Decorative Bird Prints. Feathered beauty and brilliance for
9.12
.
Pub.
every room.
at 3.50
set of 6 - now 910
BI6. American Sailing Craft. Colorful marine prints - famous
sloops and schooners in ail their trim rigging by John 0 Hare
Cosgreve, II. 1E614’. Pub. at 6.00
. set of 4 - now 1.91
1312. Decking Broncos by Frederic Remington. Superb action portraits. ideal for den or office. 141/2.191/2".
Pu b. at 3.00
. se+ of 2 - now 980
818. UtriBo’s Montmartre Scenes. Full of sunlit warmth and bea.ity
- greet favorites with interior decorators. 17,14.
Pub. at 12.00
.
set of 4
now 2.91
619. PialaS0 and Matisse Prints. arillient color harmonies by contemporary mayers. 20.16 Pub. at 12.00 .
set of 4,- now 2.91
B20. Cots and Kittens. Lovable Persians and Siamese in full color.
12,16’. Pub. a+ 7.50
set of 8 - now Ill
821. Dog Pertrats. Handsome paintings of prize purebreds. 12.16"
Pub. ar 7.50
set of 8 - now 1.91
822. Chinese Watercolors. Oriental birds end fruits of resplendent
beauty. 11.15 Pub. at 15.00
set of 6 - now 2.911
823. Floral Bouquets. Colorful flower fori + for
40f arty fOOT Of decor.
15.19. Pub. at 6.00
.
set of 6
now 984
824. Winslow Homer Watetcolon. Scenes of tropic splendor from
the Met. Museum of Alt collection. 18.15".
Pub. at 5.00
set of 6 - now 3.91
825. Early American Coln’s. Campus views reproduced from
rare 19th century engravings. 13.1r.
Pub. at 3.00
. set of 6 - now 914

S.COOP! GIANT SIZE PRINTS

now

98c

Liquidating well-known print publisher’s stock of beautiful, giant-sized color prints.
Each reproduction larger, than this entire page!
DM Keane! Pierrot. A clown in green and red with flecks of whit*.
224..2131/2-. Pub. it 4.00 .
Sale 984
1304. Van Gogh: Restaurant of Siren.. White, blues and greens in
sharp contrast. 281/4.2*S". Pub. at 4.00
Sale 9110
L305. Brayer: Sunday on the Plains. Gayly costumed Spanish gypsies
on horseback. 291/2,22%-. Pub. at 4.00
Sole 960
L306. Degas: Ballet Encore. Onstage rehersal shown in subtle color
nuances. 2509. Pub. at 410
Sale 910
1308. Gasser: Peacef..I Harbor. A serene cove with ships and fishermees wharves. 28s22. Pub. at 4.00
Sale 910
L318. Renoir: Pont de Chemin de Fen. A railroad trestle in a summer
iendscape. 281/2.221/2. Pub. at 4.00
Sale 9110
L320. IRourstelf: Heeds of Two Clowns. Bold outlines achieve depth in
MIS study. 211/4.26-. Pub. at 4.00
Sale 91st
L322. Seurat: The Circus. Sweeping movement of bareback rider and
tumbling clown. 22128. Pub. at 4.00
Sale 9110
1325. Silverman: Fisherman’s Port. Myriad mash form geometric
patterns in blue. 284.221/2. Pub. at 4.00
. Sale 914
1327. Scorer: Dancers at Rest. Striking study in chartreuse. green and
brown. 221/4.28. Pub. at 4.00 .......... ...........
Sala 9110
1328. Seyer: Dancers Reposed. Two dancers relaxing between sets. a
study in reds and blues. 28.221/4." Pub. at 4.00
. Sale 9110
L332. Duly, Jean: Au Bois de Boulogne. The bridle path with horsemen
and goy barouche. 211/2.251/2-. Pub. at SAO
Sale 910
1335. Philipp: Girl in Blue. Young women on balcony overlooking a
yacht basin. 311/4026. Pub. at 3.00
Sale 9110
L336. C.
Le Midi de France. The famous landscape in tawny
mustards and soft green. 321/4.261. Pub. at 3.00
Sale 910
L131. Renoir: The Picnic. Mistily-lighted portrait of a young women,
country vista in background 277/4.237/4". Pub. at 4.00 ..
Safe 910
L339. Weide: Place de Tertre. The churches of St. Pierre and the
UV* Cosur im svinter. 2774.2334. Pub. at 4.00 ...
.
Sale 914
L340. Anserices 1911, Center,: Artist unknown. The Trotter. Delightful
action in speeding horse and gig. 277/8.231/41. Pub. at 400 .... Sale 9114
L34 I. Ilauckent: Vase With Flowets. Arrestingly decorative floral errangermtnt. 23 4.277/4. Pub. at 4.00
$ale 9111e
L343, Duly: Mannequins at the Pace. Gay Por4;onntas, jockeys and
horses between races. 28.24. Pub. et 4.00 .
........... Sale 9110
L344. Seileages: Fery CoIgf,e. A quaint old-feshioned "beauty salon".
24.28. Pub. at 4.00 _
....
.
Sale 984
L346. Lammincia: Girl and Dog. A portrait of dreemlike delicacy in
pinks. 24.26 ’. Kb. at 4.00 .
. ..
Sale 9114
L346. Leger: Two Women. Sharp outlines, vivid color and straing
9.cmetricrel background. 24.28". Pub. at 4.00
......
Sale 910
L347. Picasso: Sculpture and His Models. Magnificent sweep of line in
a striking figure composition, 27Ye.23Ye". Pub. at 4.00
Salo 984
L34111, Renoir: The Swing. Rich blue greens enhance ths churning scene.
24.28. Kb. at 4.00 ..
.. Sale 99e
L349. newilf: In Chines. Vivid portrait in the artist’s "stainedglass" technique. 2311277/0 . Pub. 0 4.60 .
Sole Ng
1.352. ihempeosi: American Street Cumin An amusing prinsitive of horse
and buggy days. 2.77/01234. Pub. of 4.1110
Sale 911e
L354, Vivint Railroed in the Village. A mosaic of cheedwl color in
pnmitive senor/ma. 213.24-. 4.00
Sale 914

L355. Vlaminck: Landscape. A dynamic, windswept country scene
Sale 911t
28424. Pub. at 4.00
L356. Dufy: Baccarat Party. Brilliant color in an unusually Oro,:
composition. 271/8.237/4. Pub. at 4.00
Sole 98t
L358. Caminne: Card Players. Two men intent upon their cards Itant use of white against red and blue. 25,19. Pub. at 3.00
Sale 980
1360. Foujite: Quai Aux Fleur. A striking study in planes - irreg.?,
Sale 98t
rooftops and church spire. 28,22". Pub. at 4.00
L364. Map of North America. Matthew Scatter. Colorful pre-Reycl,
tionery map of terrain surrounding the Mississippi. 26.20.
Sale 910
Pub. at 3.00
L366. Map of the World. Nicoloi Visscher. 17th century global mar
decorated with symbols of earth. water, fire and air. 26.20.
Pub. at 3.00
Sa!,, 98a
1.367. Map of North and South America. Willem Blasts. 17th cert., .
e 9
map of the Americns framed with vignettes of natives. sea. msaolnste8r,,
ships end old cities. 26.20. Pub. at 3.00
137I. Homer: The pioneer. An early settler clearing woodla n
Sole 98;
165101/2. Pub. at 2.50
1.373. Lucioni: Red Barns in Vermont. Cherming New Englandla4,
scape. 335271/2. Pub.
Sale
L388. Homer: Nassau. Dynamic boating scene with dramatic blues en i
greers. 15.20
Pub. at 2.50
Sale 480
1.391. Renoir: Les Nymphs. Captures his famous warm flesh tones ;Sale 984
a bathing scene. 25.19. Pub. at 3.00 .
L394. De Vinci: Mona Lisa. The lady with the enigmatic smile
magnificent reproduction of the original in the Louvre.
..
Sale 94;
171/2.241/2. Pub. at 3.00
.
. .
L401. Wood: Stone City. Characteristic round, rolling
hills in aS ecte" 5:1
landscape. 2512011.
1403. Metcalf. Ice Bound. Green fir trees and snow-bound brook in
winter scene. 181/4.1934".
Sale 980
1404. Picasse: Juan lea Pins. Bold strokes in greens and orange of a
harbor scene with boats. 3246. Pub. at 11.00
.........
Sale 110
1405. Matisse: Girl with Anemones. Brilliant flower’ arrangement w1,1,
red and white tablecloth. 32.26". Pub. at COO
Sale 9110
L406. Matisse: Tabac Royal. Seated girl with guitar, in reds, blues end
and vivid yellow. 32.2611. Pub. at 8.00
Sole 980
L407. Pkasse: Nature Matte. Geometric planes in a colorfu1
arrangement with a purple carefs. 32.26 . Pub. at 8.00
Sale 980
L4C13. Leureneht: Sisters. Two young women surrounded by a gar’and
Sale 9110
of varicolored flowers. 32.26". Pub. at 8.00 ..
L409. Renoir: Boating. Yo rng women in blue holding tiller moist,
with man in keyek in background. 3222611. Pub. at 8.00
. Sale 914
1.412. Utrillor Figlise de Strins A superbly textured print of a chanr
feristic street licen. 31.25". Pub. at 6.00
_ Sale 984
1429. Mays: The Forked Road. Rural Community rendered in r ’
primitive style. 3045". Pub. at 10.00 .
... Sal, 1,84
L430. Mem The Orchard. Highly decorative primitive .of
9seinot
country village. 3045. Pub. at 10.00
L437. Marquee: Boat Scene. The lagoon et Veni, e et sunset
painted with a delightful oriental quality. 2714.221.1. Pub. at 4.00
Sae 911Io
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Mat-Framed Color Prints
Reproduced with astonishing fidelity to the priceless
originals . . . and specially framed in high-quality mat.
boards measuring 20x16".
L438. Fentin-Lefour: Bouquet. Delicate pinks and blues against an
intense gold. Pub. at 3.50
.......... .
..
Sale 98t

Authentic Bullfight Posters
Imported from Spain! Giant-sized posters measuring 31/2
wide, full of flashing action and brilliant

feet high by 1

color. Tacked to the walls of your den, playroom or
office, these dramatic posters will provide an unusual
decorative accessory!

L439, Braque: Sti’l Life. A fine cubist interpretation of a class.subjec t. Pub. at 3.50
.
.
Sale 910
L440. Braque: The Pink Table. Strong shapes against sparkling reds
and subtle pinks. Pub. at 3.50
Sale 9114
1442. Foujite: Two Girls. Serene children and lovely trees - with
oriental delicacy. Pub. at 3.50
Sale 9110
L444. Laurencin: Flower Girl. A charming portrait in harmonious
pinks and blues. Pub. at 3.50
Sale 950

B50I. Bullfight Poster - Madrid. Pub. at 2.50

Sale 981

B502. Bullfight Poster - Barcelona. Pub. at 2.50

Sale Mt

L445. Jean Eve: St. Remy. A detailed landscape with restful colors
and pleasing lines. Pub. at 3.60
. Sale 9134
L446. 8embeis: Along the River. Proud. colorful houses and trees on
bright morning. Pub. at 3.60
.... Sale 910

B505. Bullfight Poster - Toledo. Pub. at 2.50 Sale 984
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L450. Egyptian Well Fresco. Highly decorative panel in buff, green
and terracotta of three women bearing harvest. 31.26.. Sale 9110

1.451. Picasso: Abstrafction. Dancing figure in brilliant pinks, blue
A chocolate. 20.26. Pub. at 3.00 ...
.
Sale 980
L451. Picasso: Harlequin. Bold combinations of reds, black and

blue in a striking abstraction. 20z26". Pub. at 3.00

.

SPECIAL! Custom made Mat Frames ... 590

Sale 980

L453. Matins: Seated Women, Fascinating use of unusual colors in
a portrait - beige, lavender and sienna. Pub. at 3.00
Sale 984

Best quality, heavy white board . . . especially made for
use in sites to fit these prints.

L455. Van Gogh: Gypsy Camp. Superb use of blues, greens and
orange in thrs noted painting of caravans at rest. 20.24-. Sale 910
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